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Fallout 3 workbench weapons list

English Edit Share This page describes craft in Fallout 3. For crafts in other Fallout games, please see Crafts. For an overview of Fallout 3 content, please refer to Portal: Fallout 3. Schemes allow one to create homemade weapons at a workbench if they have the right components. Obtaining multiple
copies of the same schematic allows the player character to make multiple copies of a weapon from one set of components (bottlecap mine, Nuka-grenade) or weapons with higher initial condition at the time of construction (all other weapons). Multiple copies of a schematic edit | Edit source] Number of
schematic Condition 1 75% of your recovery skill 2 100% of your recovery skill 3 125% of your recovery skill Acquire more than one copy of a schematic upgrades the plans. Additional schematics stop yielding benefits after three of each type is located; they will simply appear as items in your inventory.
For non-explosives, two plans increased the initial state of the weapon at construction to 100% of the player character's recovery skill (from 75% of your recovery skill with just one blueprint). Three plans just a state of 125% of one's recovery skill at construction; However, a weapon cannot be built with a
higher starting condition than 100%. For the bottlecap mine and Nuka grenade, additional schemas can be made more items from a single set of components instead - one additional item per set of schemas, for each set of components. Restore skill | Religion[edit] Higher recovery allows one to make
homemade weapons that have a higher starting condition and damage. If the player character makes multiple copies of the same weapon that they can combine with the recovery skill for higher condition and damage. Alternatively, a non-player character can restore them. The bottlecap mine and Nuka
grenade are always at maximum condition. List of schematics edit | Religion[edit] Notes | Religion[edit] In the Operation: Anchor add-on, schemas for the trench knife can be found in the game files. However, they are not functional and cannot be used to build trench knives, even if they are obtained via
console commands. With Broken steel, one can receive the Warmonger benefits, which unlock all three schematics of each personal weapon. It only works if one is patched up to the latest version. The in-game picture on the blueprint for each device appears to be based on a telegraph machine. If the
player character has less than a 100 restored skill and uses version 3 schematics to make a weapon above their recovery skill to indulge in a companion, it will take off to the player character's maximum recovery skill while in their stock. (Seen at 360 with Jericho and the Shishkebab, 80 restored skill and
version 3 schematic, weapon deteriorated overtime of his capacity.) Fallout 3 craft Español Русский Українська Community Community is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Fallout 3/Fallout: New Vegas world object The work banks in the Capital WasteLand and Mojave Wasteland are
used to create personalized weapons, with those found in the Mojave, which also allows the craft of additional items and the recycling and conversion of Energy Weapons Ammunition. Edit source ] Work benches found throughout the Capital Wasteland and Mojave Wasteland are utility workstations
consisting of a two-tier woodworking table with a metal surface, a rotating banking view, and a pipe or yoke of vice. They facilitate the unique feature of crafting homemade weapons and explosives from various junk items. Most work banks found will have multiple tools (and in the Capital Wasteland, often
a bottlecap mine) on the work surface or lower shelf. In Fallout 3, a schematic of the weapon or explosive one trying to create is necessary to make it, in addition to what items are needed for its production. In Fallout: New Vegas, along with the craft of weapons, work banks also introduce the creation of
health items, weapon repair kits, regaining remaining elaborate flame and energy ammunition in fresh ammunition and converting energy ammunition into other types of energy ammunition, and their variants. Also in Fallout: New Vegas, work banks are joined by recharging banks and campfires, with each
offering different craft options. Unlike Fallout 3, most (but not all) items do not require schemes to craft. Instead, they depend on certain skills, such as survival and recovery. Fallout 3 locations [edit | edit source] In the Megaton home/Tenpenny tower suite, after purchasing the My First Workbench item
from Moira Brown/Lydia Montenegro. Anchor Memorial Facility - On the second floor, on the south wall. Arlington Cemetery - In the basement of Arlington House. Northwest of the Arlington Library, on the top floor of a destroyed raid-occupied building. In the basement of the Talon Company recon camp,
southeast of the Arlington Library. Bethesda ruins - 3rd floor of Bethesda East building. Canterbury Commons - In Dominic and Machete's home. Evergreen Mills bazaar - Smiling Jack has a workbench in the northeastern alcove of his store. Evergreen Mills foundry - In the southeast room on the upper
level. Evergreen Mills northern shack - First floor, back room. Falls Church subway, in the Franklin Metro utility room. Fort Independence - In the lower tier, all the way down, left door in the saddle. Greener Pastures alienate terrain - Against the south wall in the office building. Hamilton's hiding place - In
the east room. Jalbert Brothers Wasting Alienation - Just inside the door of the northeast office. Jocko's Pop &amp; Gas Stop - Northwest of Tenpenny Tower, the shack. Jury Street Metro station - Inside, protected by three raids. Little Lamp light - In In great room. Megaton - Inside Kraterside Offer.
Meresti Metro station - The Family's Shelter. MDPL-13 power station - Substation shack. MDPL-16 power station - Substation shack. MDPL-21 power station - Substation garage. National Guard depot - One level below the floor entrance, through a desk. Go down the stairs on the left when you enter. A
second one is on the same level as the entrance, past the stairs, staying left around the hole in the floor. Old Olney - In the Sewers. Paradise falls - Inside lock and drawer, on the left when entering. Red Racer factory - Bottom floor of the large central room. Rivet City - In the market, and another in the
Capitol Conservation Society. Rivet City bow - Where Pinkerton is. On the second floor. RobCo facility - In the southeastern area of the factory floor. Robot repair center - Meganis' Lair West of Rockbreaker's Last Gas - In the sniper's shack on top of the hill. West of SatCom Array NN-03d - Downhill, at the
destroyed corrugated steel shack that serves as an Outcasts' outpost. SatCom Array NW-05a - In the upper levels of the facility. In the Taft Tunnel from the Jefferson Memorial to the Citadel, located in a side corridor. Note: The area around this workbench is radioactive. Tepid sewers - In a room in the
northeastern part of the sewers. The Citadel lab, on a wall in the Smithy's room Underworld - In Underworld Outfitters store run by Tulip. The Underworld is in the main concert in the Museum of History. VAPL-58 power station - In the power substation (the building). Fallout 3 add-ons | Edit source] Fallout:
New Vegas locations[edit source] Abandoned Brotherhood of Steel Bunker - In Elijah's old room, next to a rebooted sofa. Brotherhood of Steel vault house - Inside on the left, along with a reloading bench. Cerulean Robotics - Next to a reloading bench and the patron for the quest Wang Dang Atomic
Tango. Crimson Caravan Company - Next to the building southeast of the water tower. REPCONN test site - One is in the launchpad viewing room with Chris Haversam, in the basement. Goodsprings General Store - On the right (outside), along with a reboot bench. Gun Runners - Three of them are
inside the main warehouse, where workers build weapons. Harper's shack - West of Ranger station Charlie. Hidden Valley bunker, L2 - In the eastern workshop, where Senior Knight Lorenzo works. Lucky 38 presidential suite - One can be purchased from the computer at the Lucky 38 presidential suite. It
will be placed in the kitchen. Michael Angelo's workshop - Three work benches are in the workshop. Nellis Air Force Base - East in the workshop, the center of three small hangars. with a reboot bank. NCR Correctional Facility - On the left after leaving visitors centre, courtyard side. Nipton - One can be
found in Nipton in the house with the Gutsy prototype, east of Nipton Town Hall. Novac - One Is the Poseidon gas station garage, still only slightly southwest of No-bark's shack, and another can be found in Gibson scrap yard in the garage. Raul's shack REPCONN HQ - Two can be found in REPCONN
HQ's Research Laboratories on the top floor. Silver Peak Mine - Inside the shack before entering the mine itself, on the left side of the door. Sloan - Machine shop, on the left. Southern Nevada Wind Farm - In the interview shack. Veronica - Can act as a workbench through dialogue options. ED-E – Can
also act as a workbench if Lonesome Road is installed. Religion[edit] Norwegian Hearts | Religion[edit] Old World Blues[edit | edit source] Lone Road[edit | edit source] Fallout 4[edit | edit source] Fallout 4 has another mechanic for craft, where workshops found in certain locations are used to construct the
settlement nearby. Specific workbench types, for example weapons workbench and weapons workbench allow customization of items by mods, which can significantly change the characteristics and appearance of the weapon. No special ammunition can be made, although some weapons mods and
legendary weapons effects both affect what type of ammunition the weapon accepts, as well as how that ammunition behaves. Religion[edit] Edit source] Collector's Edition playing card, vice and clampAdd a photo to this gallery Deutsch Español Italiano Русский Community Content is available under
CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noticed.
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